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Australia’s First Environmental
Investment Magazine

Welcome to the first edition of Eco Investor -

Australia’s first magazine to focus on investment in the

environmental sector.

Evnironmental investment has been growing

strongly for many years and the Australian market is

now able to support a large number of companies that

are engaged in a wide variety of eco-friendly activities

and are open to public investment.

This is of particular interest to me because as a

publisher my first publication in this area was The

Environmental Investment Directory of Australia 1992

in which I identified “93 investments that can help the

environment and are open to the general public”. These

included recycling, forestry plantations, natural gas,

renewable energy, environmental engineering,

environmental technology and waste management.

EIDA was the first publication to identify the range

of public environmental investments in Australia and

may also have been the first comprehensive public

application to the local environment sector of what is

now known as positive screening.

Such an exercise would be much more demanding

today and would show that the number of such

opportunities has grown many fold. It would also show

that the variety of eco-positive activities has spread to

all sectors of the economy.

Most of these opportunities are companies. Keeping

in touch with them and how they are travelling, both as

financial investments and as contributors to the well

being of the environment, is the role of Eco Investor.

Eco Investor is published every second month

starting this August. It is published in full colour in PDF

format and is delivered by email. It is also available for

download at our web site at www.ecoinvestor.com.au.

As our revenue model is advertising, Eco Investor is

free to readers. If you like the magazine we encourage

you to forward a copy to your colleagues and friends

with an interest in this sector. They can join our email

list by sending us an email or signing up at our web site.

This edition has been sent initially to 8,500

recipients. About half are in the finance and investment

sector and the other half have a connection to the

environmental sector, mostly as senior personnel in

businesses supplying environmental products and

services or as researchers and entrepreneurs developing

or commercializing environmental ideas.

Bringing together investment and environmental

professionals in this way is key to Eco Investor’s

mission - “Helping Commercialize Australia’s Leading

Environmental Ideas”.

Each edition of Eco Investor will discuss a variety of

interesting eco-friendly investment opportunities from

businesses at all stages of the development cycle -

large, listed, dividend paying companies through to

unlisted, early stage, pre-revenue companies just

beginning their commercialization.

There will be something of interest for all types of

investors - institutional and professional fund managers

through to high net worth private investors, business

angels and retail investors.

It’s an exciting universe, so let’s start...

Victor Bivell

Editor
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How Big Is The
Environment?

By Victor Bivell

How big is the environmental economy? By most

global measures, the answer is huge, and growing fast.

So much so that over the past decade Governments,

business and consumers have come to see consideration

of the environment and the benefits it can provide as a

mainstream economic activity.

What began in the public’s awareness some 40 years

ago as concern about smog, Coca-Cola cans in the

street, mercury in fish and the woodchipping of

majestic old trees has exploded into a global analysis of

every facet of human activity and how each activity can

be made safer or more efficient.

This rapid growth in environmental awareness has

created a need for new and improved products and

services and with it a large and ever-growing range of

options for investors of all types.

If there is anyone who still continues to see the

environment and its economic activities as marginal or

small in scale, they are likely doing so under one or

several misconceptions.

One misconception is that of only looking at

individual sectors within the environmental economy

and seeing them as a small part of their total market. An

example is solar power, which at present is a very small

part of the massive global energy market.

Another misconception is not accounting for those

sectors of the market that are so successful that they are

taken for granted. An example is insulation, which is

now present in most Western homes.

A third misconception and perhaps the most telling

is not fully appreciating the very wide range of

industries and products that are impacted by

environmental issues and are open to improvement

through better environmental practises or technologies.

These are almost too many to list, but any list will

show that there are now markets for environmentally

sound products and services across the entire economy.

While the idea of investing in the environment is not

new, the past decade has seen a serious increase in the

number and quality of opportunities for investing in

economic activities with an environmental angle.

The cross-sector application of environmental

efficiencies is a driver of this growth, with products and

services with environmental benefits in demand from

all sectors in the economy.

If we look at only those activities that traditionally

have been seen as part of the environmental sector:

renewable energy, energy efficiency, recycling, waste

management, organic farming and eco-tourism, for

example, we see that these few sectors alone impact

virtually all the major areas of the economy: food,

water, housing, transport, industrial manufacturing,

consumer goods, technology, retailing, tourism and

health, among a long list.

For investors who want to actively look after the

environment as well as for those motivated by

investment returns alone, this is an exciting list. Each of

these sectors is a major component of the world

economy, an established market with many thousands

of companies competing for massive cash flows.

From a business point of view, the ambition of

environmental companies to compete in these markets

and win significant market share is 100 per cent correct.

Far from being marginal, environmental companies are

playing in the biggest business games on the planet.

From a turnover point of view, perhaps the biggest is

the energy sector. How big is the world energy market?

The International Energy Outlook Report 2004 says

“Total world consumption of marketed energy is

expected to expand by 54 per cent, from 404 quadrillion

British Thermal Units (BTU) in 2001 to 623 quadrillion

BTU in 2025.”

For those who are not sure, a quadrillion is one

thousand trillion, while a BTU is equivalent to 1,055

joules or 252 calories.

Oil is the world’s leading commercial energy

source, followed by coal and natural gas, which is

expected to soon overtake coal; renewables are fourth

and nuclear power fifth.
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What is the value of all this energy? Whatever it is,

its volatility alone is greater than the Gross Domestic

Products of many countries, as shown by the recent

spike in oil prices.

Of these world fuels, gas is the least

environmentally damaging of the fossil fuels while

hydro-electricity is the largest of the renewable

energies. The other renewable energies such as solar,

wind, ocean, geothermal and bio-fuels have a place, but

at present not a large one - in relative terms they are

small fish in a very big pond.

Importantly, they are now established players in the

game and their market share and total revenues are

commensurate with their technological efficiency and

price competitiveness. Both of these variables are

trending favourably, and in the absence of a

breakthrough product or technology what we are seeing

is success gained mainly through many small and

medium sized enterprises making inroads into or

creating niche markets, with new opportunities created

as the technologies improve.

Another example of the wide economic impact of

the environmental economy is the re-use of materials.

There are now markets for the recycling of most basic

materials, particularly water, metals, paper, plastics,

timber, oils and organic waste. These support an

enormous variety of commercial products.

The recycling of a number of these materials already

offers numerous investment opportunities, and many of

these companies are stock exchange listed and regular

dividend payers.

Like the energy sector, the recycling of materials

lends itself to many SMEs operating in a variety of

markets. But size is possible, as shown by Australia’s

own Sims Group with its recent announcement of a
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merger with New York’s Hugo Neu that will create the

biggest scrap metal recycler in the world with a

capitalization of around $1.7 billion.

Environmental technology is another major

provider of benefits across the economy. Via

breakthrough technologies and incremental

improvements, new technology can affect any device

that consumes, stores or distributes energy, providing a

potential market from among all the petrol, electricity,

gas and other energy driven devices created by man.

While the dream of a blockbuster product through

reinventing the internal combustion engine, for

example, is still alive, most of the technologies that are

successful offer incremental improvement and prosper

in niche markets.

The services sector is also a substantial part of the

environmental economy. Environmental services is an

area that is sometimes forgotten but it is vital, for

example, to successful engineering and architectural

practice, making it an indispensable part of the building

and construction industry. Food and health are other

major sectors where environmental services can be

critical, while eco-tourism is growing.

With their application across the entire economy,

environmentally based products and services are able to

prosper in existing markets and create new markets,

making the environment a driver of new company

formation and business growth.

The Australian financial markets are already deep

enough to offer investment opportunities, listed and

unlisted, in a wide range of environmental activities.

The growth of the environmental economy means the

creation of new investment opportunities is also on a

long term growth path.

So, how big is the environment? - it’s everywhere.

Scrap Metal Recycler
Becomes IPO High Flier

Environmentally active companies have contributed

to the recent high level of initial public offerings on the

Australian Stock Exchange with the most recent being

scrap metal recycler CMA Corporation Ltd.

CMA’s IPO has been very successful with the

shares rising about 40 per cent - from their 40 cent issue

price to the mid to high 50 cent range - in the two weeks

following the listing on July 12.

The IPO raised $9 million through the issue of 22.5

million shares. With 128,500,004 shares on issue the

company had a capitalization of $51.4 million at the 40

cents per share IPO price. At 58 cents per

share the capitalization was $74.5 million.

CMA (ASX code CMV) is a national

scrap metal recycler and exporter formed

earlier this year through the merger of two

established businesses, Moltoni Adams

and the T&T Group. The company is able

to deconstruct or demolish large facilities

such as industrial and resources plants and

clear and remediate the sites. It also

recycles scrap metal from other scrap

suppliers, the demolition industry, and

metal fabricators.

Major facilities which the company has

deconstructed include the steelworks at

Newcastle, the Perth to Bunbury Rail

Bridge over the Swan River in Perth, the

Geelong Cement Works, and the calcimer process plant

at Gladstone.

The company claims “long term relationships with

high profile blue chip clients” and in the prospectus

chairman Peter Hatfull said “CMA’s 10 biggest scrap

metal customers have been clients of CMA for more

than 12 years.” Its main buyers of scrap metal are

Indonesian steel mills with which it has been dealing

for more than 10 years. Other clients are in China, Hong

Kong, Malaysia and Singapore as well as Australia.

The company has pro forma total assets of $53.59

million and net assets of $32.25 million.

The prospectus forecast 2004-05 revenue of $93.98

million and forecast a pro-forma profit before tax of

$10.49 million and $7.34 million after tax. Earnings per

share post IPO were forecast at 5.7 cents for a PE ratio

of 7.0. 2006 forecast revenue is $102.67 million with
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net profit of $9.96 million and earnings per share of 7.7

cents for a PE ratio of 5.2.

The forecasts were based on current world scrap

metal prices, which have “increased substantially” over

the past three years.

CMA’s chief financial officer, Patrick Raper, said

the company expects to report its actual 2005 accounts

around 31 August and at this stage the forecasts are

looking good.

The prospectus said CMA will maintain a minimum

dividend payout ratio of 55 per cent of net profit after

tax for “FY06 and beyond”, and expects to pay a 1 cent

per share dividend for the three months to June 30,

giving an annualized dividend of 10 per cent.

CMA aims to expand through organic growth and

acquisitions.

Among the key people behind CMA are

non-executive chairman, Peter Hatfull, a chartered

accountant and company director who also works for

Moltoni Corporation, one of CMA’s main

shareholders. He owns 600,000 CMA shares.

Managing director, Paul Adams, spent six years as a

cartographer and surveyor with the Royal Australian

Survey Corps and according to the prospectus has at

least 24 years experience and expertise at all levels of

demolition work. He is a shareholder in CMA through

Asia Pacific Shipping which owns 25,500,000 shares.

Non-executive director, Robert Moltoni, was

previously managing director of Moltoni Adams, and

since 1975 “has established and managed a substantial

group of companies in demolition, construction, waste

management, land remediation and farming. He also

lectures to engineering students at Curtin University

and is a director Moltoni Corporation, which owns

25,500,000 CMA shares.

CMA has three executive directors. Johnny Tung

Hui Chung is a founding shareholder of T&T Group

with 28 years experience in demolition and recycling.

He has a Bachelor of Science and a major shareholding

in CMA with 25,500,001 shares.

Joseph Tong Hong Chung was also a founding

shareholder of T&T Group and has 20 years experience

in demolition and recycling. He has a Bachelor of Arts

and is also a major shareholder in CMA with

25,500,001 shares.

Kevin Adams has 30 years experience in all types of

demolition work and is a past vice president of the

Demolition Contractors Association of Victoria. He

holds shares in CMA indirectly through Asia Pacific

Shipping.

#
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$3.5 million IPO For
Built-in Photovoltaics
Maker

An initial public offering (IPO) to list what its

backer claims is “one of Australia’s world-class solar

energy technologies” is now underway by Dyesol Ltd.

Dyesol is seeking to raise $3.5 million to

commercialise the company’s dye solar cell (DSC)

technology.

The company says “Just how chlorophyll in a leaf

absorbs energy from the sun for the needs of a plant, the

dye in Dyesol solar cells absorbs light to generate

renewable electricity in a process known as artificial

photosynthesis.”

Chairman, Richard Caldwell, says Dyesol is a world

leader in DSC technology.

“Dye solar cells are a quantum leap in technology

from the earlier silicon-based photovoltaic cells

because they can operate in low light conditions, and

will make a major contribution to the future supply of

renewable energy.

“Our assessment is that there is no other company in

the world that is as advanced as Dyesol and we are now

at a point where our technology and its related

production processes and applications can be

commercialised on a global scale,” he said.

The company’s business plan is to commercialize

the technology by selling DSC components and

equipment such as the dyes in the cells that convert

sunlight to energy and the design and delivery of full

manufacturing facilities ready for operation. This

strategy should provide financial returns and avoid the

need for a large investment in manufacturing solar

cells.

The company says it has already established

business links with many of the hundreds of researchers

and organisations around the world that are working on

DSC technology, mainly universities and some

corporates.

Mr Caldwell says Dyesol was formed to acquire the
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DSC technology assets of Sustainable Technologies

International Pty Ltd (STI) and Greatcell Solar S.A.

(Greatcell). This included the laboratory and

manufacturing equipment and some intellectual

property.

Managing director of Dyesol, Sylvia Tulloch, who

was also a director of STI, said she and her husband

Gavin Tulloch bought the STI technology in a

management buyout in 2000 when STI listed and

changed business direction. In 2004 they were

approached by potential investors and it was decided

that a new entity, Dyesol, was the best way to continue

commercialization.

DSC technology was invented in 1988 by Professor

Michael Graetzel of Switzerland, who is associated

with the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

(EPFL), which owns the platform technology. Ms

Tulloch said Dyesol is one of half a dozen firms around

the world with a right to the original technology, and

this is held ‘in perpetuity” so long as Dyesol continues

to commercialize it.

A key to developing the technology was the

invention of processes, new materials and equipment to

manufacture DSC products, and these inventions have

resulted in a portfolio of patents that Dyesol has

acquired, said Mr Caldwell.

Dyesol has two patents in the USA and four in

Australia, with patents pending in Europe (six), Japan

(three) and Australia (five). It has designs registered in

Australia and Europe and trade marks pending.

While there are other academic and commercial

organisations conducting DSC research around the

world, Dyesol believes it has an advantage over other

developers as it has already commercially produced

DSC and has a “comprehensive portfolio of patents”.

Dyesol says the world market for solar photovoltaic

cells is growing at around 30 per cent per annum and is

currently at about US$5 billion. Dyesol expects DSC to

become the cheapest form of solar cells.

“The major technology currently servicing that

market is crystalline silicon, the first generation of solar

cells. Crystalline silicon cells have major

disadvantages in that they are costly to manufacture and

the manufacturing process uses considerable energy.

The second generation of solar cells is based on thin

film semiconductors and these materials require very

expensive vacuum equipment for production. DSC is

the first of the third generation solar cells. Dyesol

believes the third generation solar cells can expect to

have the most rapid growth within the solar cell market

place. DSC is advantaged by using relatively low cost

manufacturing equipment and use of much less energy

to produce than the first and second generation solar

cells,” says Mr Caldwell.

The Dyesol technology can be used to create solar

panels that are built-in to buildings as part of the walls

and roofs.

Dyesol’s strategy is to become a supplier of

materials, facilities and technology to other

organisations developing and manufacturing the DSC

building products.

“The validity of our strategy is evidenced by the fact

that our customers include universities in USA,

Sweden, China, Taiwan and Korea, as well as Australia

and New Zealand, and corporations in Germany, Italy,

Korea, Canada and USA, said Mr Caldwell.

Dyesol recently signed its first commercial

agreement, with Canadian company Helios

Technologies Inc., for a feasibility study for a

manufacturing plant in Canada.

The prospectus says Dyesol believes it can earn

revenue through:

1. the manufacture, sale and installation of DSC

turnkey manufacturing solutions;

2. the supply of special manufacturing and research

equipment;

3. the supply of materials for DSC products; and

4. technology development and support, including

providing services under contract to strategic partners.

In the next 18 months Dyesol aims to complete the

engineering for a scaled up modular manufacturing

facility for the annual production of around 50,000

square metres of panels.

Dyesol believes there are large scale uses for the

technology in feeding power grids, remote power and

wireless applications, and installation in the walls or

roofs of buildings can feed the grid as well as supply

power to the building.

Ms Tulloch says that after setup costs, which vary

between commercial and residential applications, the

energy source is free and productive on overcast days.

The commercialization strategy includes achieving

funding from government or strategic partners for the

development of products with identified market

application, and gaining market acceptance of the

building integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) product

among architects, builders and policy makers.

The prospectus says the capital raised from the IPO

will be used for domestic and international marketing

of the technology, further development, equipment

purchases, worldwide intellectual property protection

and working capital.

Financials

The IPO is offering 17.5 million shares at 20 cents
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per share to raise up to $3.5 million, with a minimum

subscription of $2.5 million.

After three months, shareholders will be offered

‘loyalty options’ at 0.5 cents per option on a

one-for-four basis, exercisable at 20 cents each by 30

November 2008.

The IPO opened on 4 July and is expected to close

on 15 August with listing on the ASX planned for 23

August.

If the IPO is fully subscribed, Dyesol expects to

have 62.5 million shares on issue. These will comprise

30 million founder shares with a total cost of $300, 15

million seed capital investor shares with a cost of $1.2

million, and 17.5 million shares under the prospectus

with a cost of $3.5 million. Net contributed equity

would be $4.7 million less $0.48 million for the costs of

the IPO, giving Dyesol’s 62.5 million shares an average

contributed cost of 6.7 cents each.

IPO shareholders could be later diluted as there are

13 million options on issue to the promoters. These

comprise 4 million options directly and indirectly to

two of the directors and the balance to the seed capital

investors and corporate advisers through the entity

XL5. The exercise price for the options is 20 cents each

by 30 November 2008.

Post IPO, Dyesol would have a proforma unaudited

net asset backing as at April 2005 of $3.473 million or

5.5 cents per share. While IPO shareholders would

suffer a fall in the net asset backing of their 20 cent

shares, the capital structure does not account for the

costs of developing the technology. The prospectus

says the pre IPO contributed equity was $1,000,300 and

accumulated losses $746,730 leaving equity of

$253,570.

With a minimum subscription of $2,000 the offer is

aimed at retail investors. The company is an early stage

technology commercialization business. As such it is

not an established business with a history of sales and

profits. Nor does it expect to pay a dividend in the short

to medium term.

The company says it is earning some revenues

“from the sales of specialized DSC materials,

equipment and related consulting services to existing

organisations involved in the research and development

stages of DSC technology. Universities in Japan,

Korea, USA, Thailand, Finland, China, Taiwan have all

purchased DSC materials now in the Dyesol range,

(e.g. dye, titania paste) for DSC projects (solar cells and

direct hydrogen production).

“Corporate customers come from countries

including Korea, Japan and US. Researchers in China

and Switzerland have purchased Dyesol DSC test

equipment manufactured in Australia. In Australia,

researchers from major universities and government

laboratories have purchased Dyesol DSC raw

materials/components.”

However the company declined to give the value of

current sales.

“Dyesol has also signed its first consulting

agreement in Canada to plan a turnkey manufacturing

plant for the first DSC plant in Canada.”

Dyesol said it is the first organisation in the world to

supply turnkey manufacturing solutions for DSC and it

expects “to remain the sole supplier for some time to

come”.

The People

The four directors of Dyesol are:

* Richard Caldwell, non-executive chairman. Mr

Caldwell is Head of Corporate Finance and Equity

Capital Markets at Tricom, a Sydney based investment

banking service. He has previously worked with

Burdett Buckeridge Young, Citibank and JP Morgan.

He has an interest in 625,000 shares and 2,000,000

options in Dyesol.

* Sylvia Tulloch, managing director. Ms Tulloch

has 25 years experience establishing and managing

technology businesses. She is a materials scientist and a

past President of the Sustainable Energy Industries

Association of Australia. She has been active on a

number of other renewable energy bodies including the

Renewable Energy Action Agenda Implementation

Group, the committee guiding the Australian

Renewable Energy Technology Roadmap, and as a

director of the Australian Business Council for

Sustainable Energy.

She has 25 million shares in Dyesol.

* Gordon Thompson, non-executive director. Mr

Thompson has a Masters Degree in Engineering

Science and is the former managing director of the

International Centre for the Application of Solar

Energy (CASE). He was the inaugural chairman of the

Sustainable Energy Industry Association of Australia,

which later became the Business Council for

Sustainable Energy.

He directly holds 500,001 shares and 1,000,000

options in Dyesol and indirectly holds or is associated

with 875,000 shares and 1,000,000 options.

* Cathryn Curtin, non-executive director. Ms Curtin

is a psychologist and owns a consultancy business for

the mining, industrial and government sectors. She is

also non-executive director of ASX listed Neptune

Marine Services. She does not own Dyesol shares.

The Dyesol prospectus is at www.dyesol.com.

#
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Capital Raising For
Environmental Private
Equity Fund

One of Australia’s few private equity funds focusing

on environmental investment, CVC Sustainable

Investments Ltd, is hoping to double its size with a $5.6

million capital raising due to open this month.

Over the medium term the Fund is also looking to

broaden its investment mandate to include small scale

environmental infrastructure and listed environmental

companies.

The current capital raising is via a one for two rights

issue to raise $2.6 million and a general issue to retail

investors to raise a target of $3 million and a maximum

of $6 million. The issue price is 20 cents per share and

the minimum subscription for investors is $2,000.

The Fund will raise a total of $5.6 million if it

reaches its target and $8.6 million if it reaches the

maximum.

Saxon Hill, investment manager with CVC

Sustainable Investments, said the new capital will

allow the Fund to continue its private equity investment

program and consider larger deals, including small

environmental infrastructure projects.

Private equity funds invest in a portfolio of mostly

private companies. CVC Sustainable Investments has

invested a total of $3.8 million in six companies to date.

The $3.8 million has grown in value to $5.2 million.

The Fund has realized $2.2 million through partial

divestments, and the remaining interests are valued at

$3.02 million. The portfolio companies are:

* Wind Power Australia Ltd. The Fund has invested

$1.4 million and realized $0.427 million to date. Wind

Power develops wind farms that supply energy to the

power grid.

* Pro-Pac Group Ltd. The Fund has invested $0.862

million and taken out $1.055 million so far. Pro-Pac

manufactures biodegradable packaging products that

can replace polystyrene products. The Fund invested

before Pro-Pac listed in April this year.

* Traffic Technologies Ltd. The Fund has $0.5

million invested. Traffic Technologies has developed

traffic signal systems that use light emitting diode

(LED) technology to significantly reduce electricity

and maintenance costs. The lights last for about 10

years and pay for themselves through the savings.

* Geodynamics Ltd. Geodynamics is developing a

geothermal energy technology - energy from hot rocks

deep underground - at the Cooper Basin in South

Australia. The Fund invested in Geodynamics before it

listed. It has committed $0.406 million and taken out

$0.722 million to date.
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* Soilwise Pty Ltd. The Fund has invested $0.385

million of which $0.35 million is a loan and the balance

equity. Soilwise is establishing a number of aerobic

composting facilities in the Murrumbidgee irrigation

area to accept agricultural waste from farms and sell the

resultant compost.

* Plantic Technologies Ltd. The Fund has invested

$0.256 million. Plantic makes packaging and display

trays from renewable products and while looking like

plastic they are compostable and dissolve in water.

Performance

Mr Hill said that in the three years to June 2005,

CVC Sustainable Investments achieved a compound

annual growth rate (CAGR) on capital deployed of 26.5

per cent, based on the partial realizations of $2.2

million and current market valuations for its portfolio

after tax and expenses. At the same time CAGR on the

net tangible assets per share rose 9 per cent per annum

including dividends and after expenses.

The Fund made a profit before tax of over $1.1

million for 2004-05, based on the sale in April of 60 per

cent of its holding at the IPO of Pro-Pac Group and the

sale of shares in Geodynamics.

The Fund has a policy of distributing surpluses as

dividends if there are no attractive opportunities to

redeploy the capital. The 2003-04 dividend was 1 cent

per share of which 5 per cent was tax free, and the

2004-05 dividend is 1.5 cents per share 7.5 per cent tax

free. At June 30 the Fund had cash of $2.82 million.

Financials

Pre the current raising, the Fund’s net assets were

$5.7 million, giving an undiluted net asset backing of

21.69 cents per share and a fully diluted net asset

backing of 21.13 cents per share.

If the $5.6 million is raised net assets before the cost

of the issue will rise to $11.3 million and NTA per share

will decline to 20.08 cents. If the full $8.6 million is

raised net assets will be $14.6 million and NTA per

share 20.06 cents.

Pre offer the Fund has 26.2 million shares and 13.1

million options on issue. If the Fund reaches its target it

will issue 28.1 million new shares and have 54.4

million shares on issue. If it reaches the maximum, it

will issue 43.1 million shares and have 69.4 million

shares on issue.

With new options for the adviser, CVC Managers

Pty Ltd, based on the success of the offer, the number of

options will rise from 13.1 million to 17.3 million if the

target is reached and 19.5 million at the maximum.

Investment Style

Mr Hill said that over time the Fund is broadening

its investment range from pure private equity to include

environmental infrastructure and environmentally

friendly listed companies, although this will require the

fund to grow in size and may require it to lower its

target internal rate of return from 20 per cent to 15 per

cent per annum.

The new indicative asset allocation could see private

equity fall to around 40 per cent of assets, with this

mainly comprising expansion capital deals of up to $2

million for environmentally sustainable activities.

Environmental infrastructure projects could grow to

around 40 per cent of assets. These would be

small-scale projects needing equity investments of up

to $4 million and debt financed leveraged to around

65-75 per cent. Long term off-take agreements for 10

years or more with government or semi-government

agencies would be preferred.

Environmental infrastructure of interest includes

small scale black and grey water recycling, sewage

treatment plants and renewable electricity such as mini

hydro, wave, tidal and wind projects. Dealflow is now

being encouraged from environmental consultants,

civil engineers, utilities, local government, existing

infrastructure owners and other suitable parties.

The Fund would also consider investing up to

around 20 per cent of assets in listed companies, with

investments of up to $2 million on mispriced but

otherwise environmentally sustainable securities in a

variety of sectors. However, as a registered pooled

development fund (PDF), CVC Sustainable

Investments’ on market activities are restricted to

investing in new issues by listed companies and it

cannot buy shares on market.

Mr Hill said it would be some time before such

percentages for infrastructure and listed securities

could be reached and they are unlikely under the

present size of the Fund.

If the current fund raising is successful, a larger

raising of $10-20 million, which would also be open to

some institutional investors, and a possible ASX listing

are planned over the next 6-12 months.

Mr Hill said the larger raising is on track but is

dependent on the finding one or more suitably large

investments to deploy the capital.

The pooled development fund will consider

relinquishing its PDF status if it finds a suitable

investment outside the PDF program guidelines, be it a

larger infrastructure deal or suitable listed shares.

If the ASX listing proceeds it is the intention of the

fund’s management company to reduce the annual

management fee from 2.5 per cent to 1.5 per cent when
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net assets reach $20 million.

The People

CVC Sustainable Investments has five directors.

Chairman, Vanda Gould, is a chartered accountant and

one the founders of the Australian venture capital

industry. He is also a director of CVC Managers Pty Ltd

and of the listed CVC Ltd.

Non-executive director, Alexander Beard, is also an

experienced venture capitalist. He is a director and

chief executive officer of CVC Ltd and a director of

CVC Managers Pty Ltd, CVC Private Equity Ltd and

several other companies.

Non-executive director, Susan Gosling, is an

economist and has held senior positions in the funds

management industry including chief investment

officer with Advance Asset Management and United

Funds Management, of which she was also a founder.

Non-executive director, John Read, an experienced

venture capitalist with a focus on technology, is a

director of CVC Ltd, CVC Private Equity, Australian

Institute of Commercialization, and chairman of the

listed The Environmental Group.

Non-executive director, Phillip Toyne, is a former

head of the Australian Conservation Foundation and

former Deputy Secretary of the Commonwealth

Department of Environment. An activist, academic and

author, he also holds current positions with many

environmentally related organizations.

Through CVC Ltd, CVC Sustainable Investments is

associated with CVC REEF, an early stage venture

capital fund set up as part of the Federal Government’s

Renewable Energy Equity Fund (REEF) Program.

#
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Cleaner Diesel On The
Way

A Queensland company is commercializing a

retrofit system that allows diesel engines to produce a

cleaner and more efficent burn and thus significantly

reduce diesel pollution.

The unlisted company, Rotec Design Ltd, is hoping

to raise $5 million over the next 18 months. The first

target is $0.5 million from the sophisticated investor

and professional investor markets. While the company

would prefer one investor for this amount, it will

consider a small number of coinvestors with at least

$100,000 to $150,000 each.

Rotec says that when its FreedomAir technology is

fitted or retrofitted into diesel engines it can reduce by

up to 70 per cent the emission of harmful oxides of

nitrogen (Nox) and particulate matter, also known as

black soot. It also claims considerable increases in

power of up to 93 per cent, or, depending on the burn, a

variable combination of emission reductions and power

increases. Additional benefits are increases of up to 5

per cent in engine efficiency and fuel consumption.

The technology claims significant advantages over

traditional tailpipe devices such as catalytic converters

and soot traps.

The Draft Information Memorandum says

“FreedomAir is a mechanical air delivery system that

uses a reciprocating piston pump to “pulse” a diesel

engine cylinder with fresh air on every piston upstroke.

Of the four piston movements in a traditional

four-stroke engine, only two generate power. The other

two are required to 1) expel exhaust gas from the engine

cylinder and 2) supply fresh air to the engine cylinder.

FreedomAir allows clean air to be injected into the

cylinder and exhaust air to be expelled in the same

movement. This means that every piston upstroke

generates power, which doubles the number of power

strokes or “combustion events”. With power being

generated from every two strokes rather than four, the

same amount of fuel can be spread across two power

strokes, rather than one to generate the same power.

“This doubles the air to fuel ratio delivered to the

engine cylinder during each power stroke, which can

either be used to reduce harmful emissions, increase

power (via increasing the amount of fuel injected into

the cylinder), or a combination of both.”

The technology can be used in most diesel engines

that power cars, trucks, buses, boats and stationary

generators.

Managing director of Rotec, Rob Rutherford, said
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the technology has been developed over 10 years and

$4.1 million has been spent so far including three

Australian government Commercial Ready grants

totaling $1 million.

The Information Memorandum says “FreedomAir’s

core Intellectual Property is protected by patents in 12

countries” and that the technology has been validated

by various organizations. Gilmore Engineers has

verified the emissions reductions and power increases,

and the Texas Government has provided a US$355,000

grant to contribute to the cost of US Environmental

Protection Agency (USEPA) verification, making

Rotec the only non-US company and the only new

technology to receive such funding.

Rotec also says it has a Memorandum of

Understanding with Jasper, the largest diesel engine

re-manufacturer in the US, for it to distribute and install

FreedomAir in the US and provide warranty, parts,

sales support, inventory and quality control.

As part of the USEPA verification process, there are

demonstration programs with Centerpoint Energy,

Long Beach Transit and Transit Windsor, all said to be

major fleet operators and large prospective US-based

clients.

The key market for the technology is diesel fleet

operators in the US, where demand is driven by US

Government regulations. Rotec says “While the

majority of new diesel engines are highly regulated and

produce minimal emissions, older engines (30 million

in service in the US at 1998 emissions standards or

worse) now generate 90% of the diesel pollution

problems. Diesel engines are retained for extended

periods because they are expensive, generally reliable

capital items that have a useful life of 25-30 years.”

Rotec says more people die in California from diesel

pollution than from homicide. The US Environmental

Protection Agency has committed to 11 million diesel

retrofits, California has mandated a retrofit for every

diesel engine, and Texas is providing US$650 million

for diesel retrofits to 2008. There are also other US

Government initiatives, says Rotec.

The Financials

The company has a prototype and says it “now

requires external capital to convert this prototype into a

commercial product, achieve US Environmental

Protection Agency verification and commercialise the

opportunity initially in the US, followed by other target

overseas markets, such as China.”

As Rotec’s market is mostly in the US, it plans to

raise most of the capital there, but would like to raise an

initial $0.5 million from one or several sophisticated

investors in Australia. This working capital would

allow it to better access the US capital market and

US$0.5 million in R&D funding from the Texas State

Government via the Texas Commission on

Environmental Quality.

The $0.5 million leg of the capital raising is for 9.09

per cent equity interest and would give the company a

valuation of $5 million.

Mat McDonald, a director of BSI Capital which is

handling the capital raising in Australia for Rotec, said

the company is pragmatic about the valuation if the

investors can bring other strategic benefits. Of

particular interest is the ability to assist with

distribution in the US and contacts with US

Government and fleet operators. Management skills on

the board would also be of interest.

After finalizing the prototype, US Environmental

Protection Agency verification is expected to take

about 15 months with pre sales possible after

preliminary results in 10 months.

Rotec says it plans to “outsource the manufacture of

FreedomAir and provide it in kit form to licensed

distributors, such as Jasper, to assemble, install and

support”. The anticipated cost of the units to

distributors is US$7,500 each initially, but reducing by

8 per cent a year for five years.

The company expects to make a loss of $2.5 million

in 2006. If USEPA approval is forthcoming as planned,

it aims to sell 3,750 units in 2007 for revenue of $36.9

million and earnings before interest, tax and

depreciation (EBITDA) of $15.1 million. In 2008 it

expects to sell 9,750 units for revenue of $88.4 million

and EBITDA of $38.9 million. However, the

technology is in the early stages of commercialization

and the Information Memorandum says “no

representation or warranty is given as to the

completeness or accuracy of the IM, the achievement or

reasonableness of any forecasts, plans, future

projections, management targets, prospects or returns.”

People

The directors of Rotec are:

* Non-executive chairman, the Hon. Robert

Borbidge. Mr Borbidge is a former Premier of

Queensland.

* Managing director, Robert Rutherford, is a

mechanical engineer and a founding partner of Rotec.

* Non-executive director, Kerry Ivan, has spent 16

years in the automotive industry including four years as

a director with Beijing Jeep Corporation and five years

with Chrysler Corporation as business development

executive SE Asia and regional director SE Asia.

#
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One Way Insulation A
Cool Idea

An early stage Australian technology that can

significantly improve heat management by

significantly reducing heat travelling in one direction

while allowing it to move in the opposite direction is

behind a $2 million capital raising by World Wide

Coatings Holdings Pty Ltd.

World Wide Coatings trades as TAG Technology as

its development is known as Thermally Active

Granules (TAG).

TAG is an additive to coatings such as paint and can

be applied to a range of materials. The company says

that by reducing the flow of heat in one direction, it can

provide a low cost insulation effect that is superior to

existing types of insulation. The main benefits are

reductions in energy consumption, greenhouse

emissions and cost.

The company says that when used in external paint,

for example, it can reduce the flow of heat into a

building and also increase the flow of heat out of the

building. Applied to the inside of a building it would

have the reverse effect, decreasing the outflow of heat

and increasing the inflow.

The insulation effect keeps a house cooler in

summer and allows it to cool down faster at night. TAG

Technology says such a house can be between three and

seven degrees cooler, resulting in less use of air

conditioning.

This one-way or diotic effect differentiates TAG

from conventional insulators which slow heat

movement in both directions so that for example houses

that heat up during the day take longer to cool down at

night.

TAG Technology says that based on research and

observation to date, “adding TAG at the right particle

size and correct level into a polymer matrix creates an

interference effect for some types of low-to-near

infrared energy (i.e. heat), but not others. In doing so, it

acts like a “diffraction grating” by only blocking heat at

certain wavelengths.”

The active ingredients in TAG are based on a plant
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root and have been synthesized into a chemical

compound. The result of six years of research and

development, TAG is derived from cheap materials and

is non toxic and not consumed over time so it can work

for the life of the wide range of products into which it

can be added, says the company.

Commercialization Strategy

TAG Technology’s strategy is to licence the

technology to manufacturers in a range of industries,

and receive royalties based on sales.

Its main focus is the power industry where it says a

TAG coating on power lines can reduce ‘line heat’ and

line sag and thus reduce the loss of electricity during

distribution. It does this by both deflecting heat from

the sun and “pumping heat out of the line”.

Up to 50 per cent of electricity can be lost in

summer, which is currently replaced by further

generation, says the company.

Testing by power line manager, Downer EDI Ltd,

shows that TAG coated power lines can be up to 23

degrees cooler and line sag is reduced by up to 135 per

cent. TAG Technology says it has commenced

commercial discussions with Downer EDI about the

possible coating of new and existing power lines.

TAG Technology’s first signed licence agreement is

with Taubmans, Australia’s third largest paint

manufacturer. Taubmans has included TAG in its new

iCool range of external paints, and plans to add TAG to

three existing exterior paints. Marketing of the iCool

range is scheduled to begin in September.

Discussions have also been held with food and

beverage packaging manufacturers Amcor and

Huhtamaki, and the technology has been presented to

computer chip manufacturer Intel. Opportunities are

also seen in textiles; window films; gas, petrol and

chemical storage; defence; and fire protection products.

Capital Raising

TAG Technology would like to raise the $2 million

it seeks from one or several sophisticated or

professional investors. The minimum subscription is at

least $200,000 per investor. It would favour investors

who can bring relevant skills or other value add to the

company.

TAG is offering a 22.2 per cent equity position in the

company, which gives it a valuation of $9 million after

the equity injection.

The new capital will be used for commercialization

activities including generating revenue from existing

licence agreements, further R&D, specific application

testing, patenting, and working capital for entering the

power line coating market.

The technology has received a Federal Government

grant under the Commercializing Emerging

Technologies (COMET) Program, and the company

intends to apply for other Government programs.

The company says it has full patent protection so far

in New Zealand and South Africa with the US expected

soon and that applications in many other countries are

at examination stage.

TAG Technology is a start-up business, and the

company made a $0.5 million loss for 2004-05. While it

is forecasting profits for 2005-06 and 2006-07, these

are reliant on the successful implementation of the

commercialization strategy.

The strategy includes commercialisation of the

Taubmans license and receipt of the royalty income.

Other strategy objectives are execution of license

agreements with Downer EDI, Huhtamaki and what is

said to be a global player in the paint industry.

The share register comprises 14 current

shareholders, mostly individuals, who have put in $1.5

million to date for R&D, patents and working capital.

The company says the pre-money valuation of $7

million is supported by the previous round of capital

raising when US$0.7 million was raised at a pre-money

valuation of $6.5 million.

Relevant risk factors for potential investors to

consider are illiquidity, dependence on key personnel,

and the lack of operating history. While there is also the

possibility of increased competition from well funded

competitors, TAG Technology claims that its

technology “is estimated to be well in advance of any

competitor’s technology.”

The People

The managing director of TAG Technology, David

Forder, has 15 years experience in the coatings industry

and is a former chief executive officer and director of

Bristol Paints and general manager of Taubmans. He is

a Bachelor of Industrial Science in Applied Chemistry.

The inventors of TAG, John Smyth and Sandy

Richardson, are also directors. Mr Smyth is an

electrical engineer and has worked in the electrical,

mining, petroleum and marine sectors including

contract engineering for BHP Australia.

Mr Richardson, who is non-executive chairman, has

13 years experience in industrial design and

engineering for a wide range of products.

TAG says it intends to add to the board and

following a successful capital raising will make

additional appointments to the management team.

#
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